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In all societies, a section of the population is labeled as “old”. What is different from 
place to place is the age at which people are considered old and the way old people 
are regarded. In modern industrialized societies, old age begins at 65 or 70; in contrast, 
in the 19th century, old age began at 55. In many poor countries, where people’s life 
expectations are much lower, someone as young as 40 may be an old person. 
In some societies, elderly people are thought of as wise and experienced, and they may 
even be the leaders of the community. But in Western societies, the elderly are sometimes 
disregarded. Having reached a certain age, somewhere between 60 and 70, they may be 
expected to retire Gradually 
their ties with the community are released, and in many cases they live in communities 
made up entirely of old people. 
The rapid ageing of the populations of all the industrialized countries is due not only to 
people living longer, but also to a sharp decline from the 1970s onwards in the number 
of babies being born. Women tend to live longer than men, so that in 1985, for every 
100 women over the age of 70 there were only 63 men. It is also true that the better-off 
members of the society can expect to live longer than the poorer, since they are generally 
better fed and have superior medical care.



king /kIN/ n.  

a man who rules a country:

He became king at a young age.

George III was the king of England at that .

method /”meT@d/ n.  

a  way of doing something:

The school uses a new method of teaching English.

This is the best method to solve that problem.

/”prA:fIt/ n.  

money that you make by selling something or from your business:

The shop’s daily  is usually around $500.

We should be able to sell the house at a .

charge1 /tSA:rdZ/ n.  

1. the amount of money that you have to pay for something:

There’s no charge for children under 14.

2. a statement that somebody has done something wrong:

What were the charges against him?

3. having control of or being responsible for someone or something:

She’s in charge of a team of 20 people.

charge2 /tSA:rdZ/ v.  

1. to ask somebody to pay a  amount of money:

The hotel charges $125 a night.

They charged me $300 for the repairs.

2. to say that somebody has done something wrong:

Police charged him with stealing a purse from a woman.
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New Words
1. king
2. method

4. charge (n.)
5. charge (v.)
6. major 
7. majority
8. customer
9. management
10. stage
11. effort
12. product
13. producer
14. opportunity
15. chance
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11Lesson 1

major /”meIdZ@r/ adj.  

very large or important:

Heavy  is a major problem in most .

Smoking is one of the major causes of heart disease.

majority /m@”dZA:r@ti/ n. 

more than half of a group of people or things:

We have to accept the majority decision.

Joe spends the majority of his  in sports.

customer /”kVst@m@r/ n.  

someone who buys goods or services from a shop, company, etc:

He’s one of our regular customers.

The company has lost some big customers in the last two years.

management /”m{nIdZm@nt/ n.  

1. the people who are in control of an , shop, team, etc:

There has been a recent change in management of the restaurant.

Management is planning to hire more workers.

2. the process of controlling something:

Exercise plays an important role in the management of heart disease.

stage /steIdZ/ n.  

1. a  point or period in the development of something 

 of the bridge is in its  stage. 

The baby is now at the stage of talking.

2. the part of a theatre where the actors or musicians perform: 

The audience threw  onto the stage.
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13Lesson 1

 /”ef@rt/ n.  

trying hard to do something; hard work:

The workers made a great  to  the building on . 

Learning to speak another language takes .

product /”prA:dVkt/ n.  

1. something that is made or grown to be sold:

products made from milk.

That store sells food products.

2. the result of something:

The report was the product of four years’ hard work.

producer /pr@”du:s@r/ n 

1. a company, country, or person that makes or grows something:

South Carolina is the fourth largest producer of tobacco.

2. someone who is in charge* of providing the money for play, movie, 

etc:

He is the producer and writer of three Hollywood movies.

opportunity /%A:p@r”tu:n@ti/ n.  

a  when you can do something that you want to do:

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank you all.

I decided to go, as I might never get this opportunity again.

chance /tS{ns/ n.  

1. a  or  which you can use to do something: 

 SYN  opportunity*

Ralph was  for a chance to introduce himself.

2. the possibility that something will happen:  
There’s always the chance that something will go wrong.

What are the team’s chances of success?
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15Lesson 1 � � �e���se

Matching

1. a man who rules a country 

2. very large or important 

3. a statement that somebody has done 

something wrong 

4. a par cular way of doing something 

5. something that is made or grown to be sold  

6. the process of controlling something 

7. trying hard to do something; hard work

8. the possibility that something will happen  

  
Fill in the Blanks
Place one of the words in each of the blanks below. There is one extra word 

in the box. 

1. The store held a special sale for its regular ............ .

2. The company made large ............ last year, so they’re hiring more people.

3. The new job is a wonderful ............ .

4. That company is a(n) ............ of computer chips.

5. He has his own ............ of working.

6. The ............ of students in our class like vanilla ice cream be er than 

chocolate.

7. Let’s make a(n) ............ to finish pain ng the house this week.

8. The cafe ............ a dollar for a cup of coffee.

9. The first ............ in preparing an oral report is finding a topic.

10. This store is under new ............ . 

(  ) management 
(  ) opportunity
(  ) product 
(  ) chance 
(  ) king
(  ) charge
(  ) major 
(  ) effort
(  ) method

customers - stage - charges - producer - method - product
management - profits - effort - opportunity - majority



16  Lesson 1 � � �e���se

Now make up your own sentences with the new words you have just learned.

1.  .................................................................................................................

2.   .................................................................................................................

3.   .................................................................................................................

4.   .................................................................................................................

5.   .................................................................................................................

6.   .................................................................................................................

7.   .................................................................................................................

8.   .................................................................................................................

9.   .................................................................................................................

10.  ................................................................................................................

Picture It
Which of the words studied in this lesson is suggested by the picture?

It is always the start that requires the greatest .
— James Cash Penney



serve /s3:rv/ v.                                                                                                                         
1. to give someone food or drink:

The waiter was serving another table.

During the war he served in the army.

1 /@”tempt/ n.

1. an act of trying to do something:

All 

I was in danger, but he made no  to help me. 

2. an act of trying to kill somebody:

Someone has made an  on the President’s life.

2 /@”tempt/ v.  
to try to do something,

He  to swim from England to France.

I will 

contract /”kA:ntr{kt/ n.  

The company had a contract to build a new hotel there.

Under the terms of the contract,

court /kO:rt/ n. 

a place where people decide if a person has done something wrong 

according to the law:

Four people will appear in court today, charged* with stealing more than 

$ 122,000.

She told the court what happened that night.
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New Words
1. serve
2. a empt (n.)
3. a empt (v.)
4. contract
5. court
6. typical 
7. seek
8. express
9. achieve
10. achievement
11. character
12. characteris c
13. characterize
14. rate
15. military
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19Lesson �

typical /”tIpIkl/ adj  

to have: 

The weather at the moment is not typical for July.

It was typical of her to forget.

A typical working day for me begins at 7:30.

seek /si:k/ v.

1. to look for something or somebody:

seeking employment.

2. to ask somebody for something:

You should seek help from the police.

/Ik”spres/ v.

Bill’s not afraid to express his opinions.

He expressed

Her feelings are expressed 

achieve /@”tSi:v/ v.
to succeed in doing something good, usually by working hard:

He worked hard and achieved his goal of becoming a doctor.

I’ve been working all day but I feel I’ve achieved nothing.

achievement /@”tSi:vm@nt/ n. 

Climbing Mount Everest was his greatest achievement.

achievement of the last 50 years.
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21Lesson �

character /”k{r@kt@r/ n. 

He has a cheerful but quiet character.

character.

The main character in the movie is a woman.

/%k{r@kt@”rIstIk/ n. 

a typical* feature or quality of someone or something that makes them 

A long neck is a common  of this animal.

The two diseases have a number of  in common.

characterize /”k{r@kt@raIz/ v. (BrE Characterise)

1. to be a typical* feature or quality of someone or something:

Bright colors characterize

How would you characterize

rate /reIt/ n. 

At the rate we’re moving, it will be morning before we arrive.

The hospital has the lowest death rate in the region.

military /”mIl@teri/ adj

connected with soldiers or the army:

The government is prepared to take military

These countries have strong military forces.
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Matching

1. to look for something or somebody 

2. an official wri en agreement 

3. connected with soldiers or the army 

4. to try to do something, especially something difficult

5. to show what you think or how you feel 

6. to describe something by sta ng its main quali es  

7. a person in a book, play, film etc.  

8. to give someone food or drink  
 

Fill in the Blanks
Place one of the words in each of the blanks below. There is one extra word 
in the box. 

1. He has good ideas and strong feelings, but he finds it hard to ............ 

himself in words.

2. Winning the race at his age was a great ............ .

3. A(n) ............ baby walks at about one year old.

4. The judge kept order in the ............ .

5. He is a strange ............, smiling one minute and angry the next.

6. He drives the race car at a(n) ........... of over two hundred miles per hour.

7. Sign your name at the bo om of the ............ .

8. Some countries depend on the ............ power of the United States.

9. A(n) ............ was made on his life.

10. The waiter ............ us our dinner.

(  ) a empt
(  ) serve 
(  ) seek 
(  ) contract
(  ) character  
(  ) characterize
(  ) military
(  ) express
(  ) rate

military - contract - character - achievement - seek
a empt - served - rate - court - typical - express
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Now make up your own sentences with the new words you have just learned.

1.    ................................................................................................................

2.    ................................................................................................................

3.    ................................................................................................................

4.    ................................................................................................................

5.    ................................................................................................................

6.    ................................................................................................................

7.    ................................................................................................................

8.    ................................................................................................................

9.    ................................................................................................................

10.  ................................................................................................................

Picture It
Which of the words studied in this lesson is suggested by the picture?

achievements. Think 
big goals and win big success.
— David Joseph Schwartz


